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The “ESTABLISHMENT” GAME THEY LIKE TO PLAY, WE ARE NOT PLAYING WE ARE FOR KEEPS!

I do not play Politics by Aristotle nor anyone else.

“Orders from the Real Command”
The show is over! Emergency Broadcast System Globally shall be launched no later than August 2, this
is my Command, the “People” Worldly have had enough. Time for Disclosure!

To the Navy, Army, Special Ops, the Alliance, and others as Protectors for Humanity.
This Command is from Maji King Arthur I, not known as, but the Real Reincarnated Daryl Arthur

Payan I, back from King Arthur I, in Northern California, all of “Americas” Territories, including King
Arthurs Castle in the Grand Canyon, Arizona, and for the new “Unified Kingdoms” with return of myself
to the previous name United Kingdom, Glastonbury, England, Edinburg, Scotland, North and South as
one Ireland, includes France, the Basque Country, Spain, literally all Countries of Europe, Morocco, all
of Africa, New Zealand, and Australia, China Tararia, Mexico, South America Joinder and in-between
lands, Japan, all of the Ring of Fire, Tartaria Southeast Asia and all other Countries or Artic’s, inner
Planet, or Globe is called upon right now with the good Military called white hats. You have the GREEN
light to arrest publically the fake Joseph Biden acting as the United States of American President in fake
Whitehouse in California, and any others promoting the Vaccine for the COV-19, the evidence is in
Worldwide now or any threats by the Private interests Queens Bench or Sharia Law Courts scare
tactics, harming the Peoples state of mind. Any Armed forces as leaders making the recruits to take a
cotton swab test or [jab] needle vaccine shall be arrested by any ground troops or Sheriff’s or Armed



Guardia’s acting in their own Jurisdictions, to SAVE Humanity. If they “You” do not, You’ll be arrested as
well. All advertising to initiate or doing the testing or injection of the Vaccine shall be faced with the
same repercussions. This is to be globally announced [EBS] within receipt of this Order and Command of
the Highest Lawful Authority Humanly possible as we transition out of this Incomprehensible situation
that we have all been in as slaves to the Money Controllers and otherwise. Anything lessor than my
Order and Command those leaders of their Country’s or Islands etc. shall be removed immediately by
the People Globally, preferred by the Lawful armed paid protectors or non-paid. Also, I am Canceling any
Operations from the United Nations Organization and armed Vehicles larking around neighborhoods
everywhere mainly Canada and Georgia, America, if harming humanity Globally and those people are to
be arrested, speedy trial, evidence is all in the QFS [Switch Quantum Financial System, etc., and in
seconds can gather information from date collection [ a file] on each and every one would be
considered investigated and indictment evidence for the arrest. [Rapidly] Most is done of the worst but
need plenty more. NO SYNTAX NEEDED, THIS IS MY CREATION TO SAVE HUMANITY!

This is a speedy Order from Command, I have written up portions Documents for Donald John Trump,
General Flynn, Chinese Elders, Separate form any of the Actors playing in the Corporate Government
Operation, in harmful manors to People, almost finalized. Our Freedom of Slavery is upon us Globally, as
I bring in the Higher Consciousness, in the Golden Age of Aquarius, were not going back to be
reincarnated again. Tree of life 12d. Get ready moving forward!

Peace, love, Joy and Prosperity, no harm to all, eternal life in the same body or re-atomized etc. as well.

Note: I am using the current names of Countries and States, Islands and other locations of this current
names perception of Prior Creations for now. We’re all here now let’s get our missions completed and
start the new age.

With Love, Commander Daryl Arthur Payan I, re-incarnated King Arthur I
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